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A NilWO FOR SOFT 3DVY ARMOR EVALUATION4:
MEDICAL ASISUSMIMNT

1. NACKGROUND.

A. Goat Modell Aommptlona.

Goat studies have been conducted at several laboratories with regard to blunt and penetrating types of

trauma.' Several assumptions have been made In order to relate lost organ damage to expected human organ
damage. Th... broad asumuptions, at least at Edgewood Arsenal, have been:

I. The 40. to 50.k& goot is a model for a "Itypical" 7O-kg man in body armor studies. The goat is a
satisfactory and conservative model for studies which include the thorax and the abdomen us targets.

2. T1he dowlvu lsof vuloU s o rms w ill be mi~kbh oatand man itfthe areaof impact Is
equivalent and the same force is applied.

3. The goat experiences the same nawral course of dlmise as would the human aftcr similar injury.

4. The 70.kg human, with thicker and more resistant abdominal and chest walls, would incur no
more damage than would the goat from a given impact. because of the Increased body wall protection, the human
woud pebably ftw eme test dlamqe

Since the present project depends upon the accuracy of some of these assumptions, %*at objective
eviience ex/aft that the goat ks a satisfactory model? Prior ballistic projects hae" utilized subjective medicil

evaluation based upon the judgment of a surgeon(s) and pathologist(s). Those physicians have examined the
damaged organ(s) and assumed that timilr dunep would occur in a human. For the purpose of weapon
development, they have also subjectively evaluated the lethality of the animal Injury and immediate incapacitation In
different time frames and scenarios.2

Most ballistic work with the goat has involved penetrating wounds of the thorax and/or abdomen.
Evidence that sever enetrating ijresare somehat "burin * goat anldinthe umnhasbenbm e outlby
masses of human autopsy data where missle have been recovered.3 The mechanism of bAwit *vuana injury
registered through soft body armor is different, however, from penetrating Injury. The blunt trauma injury Incurred
behind a bullet-proof vest is due to the force of the missile hitting the vest. This force deformus the bocO uullwhich
impacts the underlying viscera. PentmhtbW rnultra, on the other hand, cause damage by creating a hole in various
tissues (permanent cakvity) and a surrounding ternpourvw ouvit. The size of the temporary cavity, which is a
momentary displacement of structures in the path of the missile, can vary from a I[cm diameter with a .22 caliber
bullt through the live to a 30.cm diameter with the M1.-

No unified body armor teat plan with bullts impacting flexible body armor had been devised previous
to this effort. The entire study Incorporates goat-human correlations, as well as parameters such as fabric denier and
weave, bullet velocity, energy diape, weight, rang., '4backbfoe signatures," and deformation of armor studies; and a
mathematical model for future pfrment evaluation. This report, however, is concerned primarily with the sseesmaeft
of goat dampg and an revhistioe meth odbr paMumm con'ekdton.

B. Goat Modal Disrepacks.

There are certain discrepancies that exist between the poat and the human relative to body armor or

missile testiing.
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I. BACKGROUND,

A. Goat Model Asmmptlons.

Goat studies have been conducted at several laboratories with regard to blunt and penetrating types of
trauma.' Several assumptions have been made in order to relate pat organ damage to expected human organ
damage. These broad assumptions, at least at Eddpwood Arenal, have been:

I. The 40. to 508k goat is a model for a "typical" 70.kg man in body armor studies. The pat is a
satisfactory and conservative model for studies which include the thorax and the abdomen as targets.

2. The d~nege levels of vrious orpan# will be similar in goat and man If the area of Impact Is
equivalent and the same force is applied.

3. The goat experiences the &mwe naturl course of dimase as would the human after similar injury.

4. The 70.kg human, with thicker and more resistant abdominal and chest walls, would Incur no
more damage than would the goat from a given impact, Because of the increased body wall protection, the human
would probably incur even less damage,

Since the present project depends upon the accuracy of some of these assumptions. what obhective
evidence exists Mat the goat 6 a satisfactory model? Prior ballistic projects have utilized subjective medical
evaluation based upon the judgment of a surgeon(s) and pathologist(s). Those physicians have examined the
damaged organ(s) and assumed that similar damage would occur in a human. For the purpom of weapon
development, they have also subjectively evaluated the lethality of the animal injury and Immediate incapacitation in
different time frames and scenarios,2

Most ballistic work with the goat has involved penetrating wounds of the thorax and/or abdomen.
Evidence that severe penetrating injuries are somewhat similat In the goat and in the human has been borne out by
manes of human autopsy data where missiles have been recovered, The mechanitm of blunt orwama Injury
registered through soft body armor is different, however, fiom penetrating injury. The blunt trauma Injury incurred
behind a bullet.proof vest is due to the force of the missile hitting the vest. This force defomrm Ue body wall which
impacts the underlying viscera. A•netrftha, missiles, on the other hand, cau.e damage by creating a hole in various
tissues (permanent cavity) and a surrounding temporary cavity. The iz( of the temporary cavity, which is a
momentary displacement of structures in the path of the missile, can vary -rom a l.cm diameter with a .22 caliber
bullet through the liver to a 30.cm diameter with the M16. 4 -6

No unified body armor test plan with bullets impacting flexible body armor had been devised previous
to this effort. The entire study incorporates goat.human correlations, as well as parameters rich as fabric denier and
weave, bullet velocity, energy, shape, weight, range, "backface signatures," and deformation of armor studies; and a
mathematical model for future garment evaluation. This report, however, is concerned primarily with the assessment
of goat damage and an evaluaton methoJ forgoat.humm cornlatfon.

B. GCot Modd Discrepancies.

There are certain discrepancies that exist between the goat and the human relative to body armor or
missile testing.

I I I I II I



1. F'ront a psychological viewpoint, the human will react more variably after any imparct. The

anesthetized and intubated goat does not exhibit any panic or heroic actions such as a human might.

2. Because the goat is a ftour-legged animal, the orientation of various organs is different from that

in the upright human. Torsion of mesenteric and retroperitoneal attachments and ligaments after

acceleration-deceleration forces ate applied is anatomically different. The impact forces used in the present body

armor projects are usually not enough to produce injury beyond the organ impacted beneath the chest or abdominal

walls.

The goat's coagtulation sy'stem appears to be clinically more effective than the human's. The question of
how much more a laceration of a particular organ will bleed, or how much larger a hepatic hematoma will expand in
the human, remains unanswered. This question will be dealt with later in the paper.

Il. PENETRATION RESISTANCE STUDIES.

As for the original four assumptions about the goat model, one major question has been addressed as
part of the body armor protocol: How will the blunt trauma damage levels of goat organs in the thorax and
abdomen compare to impacted human organs? In other words, how could one determine that a human would not
incur more danage than that registered in the goat? The literature did not reveal a reliable answer to this question;
therefore, additional testing was necessary.

In order to evaluate the relative resistance to penetration or organ disruption of goat and human viscera,
an experimcnit was devised on the foliowing premise: Goat organs and human organs will react similarly to water jet
trauma1. If' an organ from one species incurs more damage, we would consider it more vulnerable than a similar organ
from the other species.

A modification of the surgical lavage water jet SNB-I was created at Edgewood Arsenal (figure 1). The
water jet was used at 90 psi with a four-holed shower head and plastic shield. This device delivers four equal

Figure I. Modification of Water Jet Head - Lateral and End on View
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pulsating streams at about 1200/minute. 7 Figume 2 illustrates the SNB water jet machine. Figure I shows the head

with a modification of a plastic rim that has openings to allow the water to exit when the plastic rim is placed on an

organ. The device is handheld on an organ so that water is permitied to exit from the holes in the plastic rim. In our

studies, the distance from each water jet to the underlying tissue was I cm. The head was placed uver a given organ

for 30 seconds and the four imprints or depths of penetration were measured and photographed after thc tissue was

cut in a cross section. Organs studied included the lung, liver, kidney, and spleen.

Figure 2. Surgical Lavage Water Jet SNB-l

Previous studies had indicated similar results with the goat organs whether tested in 1-ri (before
excision) within I hour after death, or after a 24-hour refrigeration period. The only organ where this was not valid
was the lung, which incurred deeper holes when it was inflated in viro or when it was manually inflated I hour after
death. In those studies the collapsed lung (refrigerated 24 hours) was more resistant to the jets of water. The
integrity of the gut was decreased, depending upon the amount of adjacent stool (pellets) and bacteria which soon
weakened the excised gut even 24 hours after sacrifice. Therefore, the human intestine was not studied. It was
determined that tests on the lung, liver, kidney, and spleen should provide significant evidence as to the reliability of
the goat model without testing the gut.

A. Methods.

The goat lungs, livers, kidneys, and spleens tested with the water jet in this study were excised from 10
animals (average weight., 45 kg) that had been used for impact studies on the day before sacrifice. However, none of

7



the organs used had been damaged by a previous impact. Some studies were conducted immediately after death,
and the others were conducted after the organs had been refrigerated for 24 hours.

Approximately 24 hours after death, lungs, livers, kidneys, and spleens from eight men were tested
at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner of the City of New York. The average age of the decedents was
about 40 years, and the average weight was about 70 kg.

It was possible to test each uninflated goat lung in three different areas, each liver in four, each
spleen in two, and each kidney in one. As the human organs (except for the spleen) are considerably larger than
the goat's, more trials of most organs were possible. Each of 16 atelectatic lungs was tested in four different
areas, each kidney in two, each liver in five, and each spleen in one.

B. Results.

The average depth of penetration of the water jets into each organ and the number of trials are
listed in table 1. The uninflated, refrigerated lung was most easily penetrated, with an average of 3 ±1 cm (figure
3). These 20 lungs were essentially collapsed at the time of testing. The water jet penetrated the full thickness of
the spleen which was 1.5 ±0.5 cm (figure 4). Tests on the kidney with intact capsule revealed holes 0.6 ±0.3 cm deep
in 20 trials (figure 5). Liver penetration results were 0.5 ±0.3 cm in 40 trials (figure 6).

Table 1. Average Depth of Penetration of Water Jet in Goat and Human Organs

Depth of penetration (cm)

Organ Goat (10) Human (8) Goat (10)
Depth, SD Trials Depth, SD Trials Depth, SD Trials

At 24-hr postmortem At 24-hr postmortem Immediate postmortem

Lung* 3 ±1 60 3 ±1 64 1.72 ± 1.08 15

Spleen 1.5 -+0.5 10 1.5 ±0.5 8 2.1 ±0.2 12

Kidneys 0.6 ±0.3 20 0.2 ±0.1 32 0.6 ±0.18 I1

Liver 0.5 ±0.3 40 0.2 ±0.2 40 0.97 ±0.82 34

"Uninflated.
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FIpate 3. Goat Lung Cron Section Fillure 4. Goat Spleen - Two Adjacent Crons S$; dons
(Atiows point to liWar tuavation.) (Arrows point to entrance holes which penetrate through

the full thickness or the spleen.)

Filr S.GaiinyFiue6 otUvrCo eto
(Aro Itst n ffu aecya eertos) (Arwpit oetac oeo eerto.
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Results with die goat organs tested
iminediately after eaxcision were esintisly tOe amne
as those with the refrigurated organs except that the • '

lung was more resistant to penetration. In the human
lungs, the average hole depth, 3 t I cm, was the samea
as that of the goat (figure 7). The spleen was similar
in size to that of the goat, and again the water jet
penetrated the full thickness of the spleen, averaging
1.5 W-5 cm in the eight rests, In no trial of
the kidney, however, was the parenchyma penetrated
even in thaoe Instances where the capsule was
ntered (figure 8). This indicated that the wuman

kkhrey ia mom restanaut than the goat kidney to this
water jet trauma. The human liver had notches in the
capsule averalung about 0.2 cm, but there was no ..
penetration into the liver parenchyma as occurred ., , .
with the goat liver. T7%e Auvin Mber, tlaeftare,
appeeed more resistant to penehtiton than the Sost

liver (figure 9).

Figure 7. Human Lung Cross Section

(Arrows indicate entrance hole and linear excavation,)

41

S, ?

Figure 8. Human Kidney Figure 9. Human Liver - Dorsal Aspect

(Arrow points to one of four indentations in (Arrow points to one of four indentations in
kidney capsule.) hepatic capsule.)
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C. 9102101.

It dsould be stressed that no attempt ws made to sate exactly how muds moe or how miuch less
resistant the at ouuiu wM oompared to thse of the human. The object was to deternsme only wvshr the pat
oa we more or less resistant and, therefor , whether the uma would incur more o des &map. The water )et

stream tama u standardized in this explriment permits certain conlsion. The collapsd pat ad umamm tan
and the goat ad humm apleen reacted simaYry

Tests revealed that the goat kidnev and Myer are les resistant to trauma than are the human

counterparts. Dunage to those organs should be greater than that which would occur from a similar impact over the
hman lver or ldney.

Becaum the human Aest and abdominal walls ae about twice as thick as the pat's, the human would
probably incur even Iss dm e than the goat. A 70*g man has about a 6.cm4hlck chst wall and a 4.cm4ltck
abdominal wall in the mld.davlcular line. One could argue that although the goat body wall is dmer, it is more

KS resistant then the human body wall. This is unlikely, dc al layers of the go't wall no tne. Se tensile
rength testin& however, has no. been performed.

IM. COAGULATION STUDIES IN THE GOAT.

n h en our initial efforts in testing and evaluating blunt trauma effects in the goat were begun, it was
noted that goat blood had a tendency to dot indwelling catheters in both arteries and vein despite heparin
irrigion. We noted that certain thoracic hits in the goat produced a smail lung contusion (hemorrhage In lung
parenchyma). We te tried to determine whether t mall volume of contuion was well localized by a quick and
efficient oagulation system. If the goat coaguation system differed to any Sreat extent from that of the human, the
got could not be considered a fair test animal to compare with min with respect to blunt trauma.

Of" all bleeding parameters which could be measured, die partial thu'omboplastn time (PTM and.

prothrombin time (Pr) were chosen. These parmeters measre the intrinsic and extrinsc coagulation system,mid
should reveal major discrepancies between the two species.$ Fht animals were tested and the results indicated that
the goat and the human have similar values (table 2). Wintrobe gives the normal PIT for human as 30 to 45
seconds and the normal PT as 11 to 16 seconds. Our studies indicated that normal goat PT and PIT in seconds were
11.9 ±0.7 and 35.4 t49. Doruer and Bsma9 reported oat results for Pr w PTT to be 11.1 *0.82 and 40.Bt6.39.
lFurther tests to determine how the goat and human coagulation Wstems differ are highly sophisticated and must be
performed under the guidance of a hematologist.

Table 2. Studies of Partial Thrombopiastin Times and Prothrombin Times in the Goat

Normal humus value Partial thromboplastin time(I) Whot!rombin time (P1)

Goat 30 to45 seconds 11 to 16 seconds

1 24.6 12.7
2 35.6 11.4
3 37.4 11.9
4 30.4 12.4
S 39.6 11.4

6 35.2 12.9
7 34.4 11.5
8 38.9 10.9

Goat average and 35.5 ±4.9 11.9 *0.7

standard deviation



IV. GAR• M T TMTI?4 WITE .38 CALM2 111411T.

All•letWs fird i this rouj of uetetaed, mtubated animals were .38 caliber at a velocity of about
800 fps. All the anor amuplae were 7-ply, 14.hid. squares of Weahr,* secured over the rget oe with straps.
Unlon othwis indicated, the mimals wer in a atandlug poldon.

A. Goat Meat Impact.

I. Methos.

Another problem with regard to the oat model has to do with aiming. It initially sppeaed difficult to
aim at the acutely anled am uor the goat sternum in ofder to Impuct the underlying heart.

Two experiments have been performed with the goat in a sitting posltion in a rack covered with the
protective garment. The anesthetized, intubted animals were monitored with eectrocardiogrm (mEG) limb leads
The tarpt was the point of maximum impulse located about 12 an anterior from the xiphold over the sternum.
Control and post-nmpect tracings were recorded up to P hour.

2. ifRets.

Thee were EKG changes that revealed posible heart danae. Animals were sacrificed at 24 hours by
pentobarbital overdose. Autopsy results showed a 135cm hole through the subcutaneous time and overlying
muscle. There war no damage to the sternum. In both case them were diffuse subendocardlal ecchymoses (0.2 to
0.5 cm) on the Inner surface of the left ventricle, most numerous over the papillary muscle. The lesions were les
than I mi deep.

3. Dimcumon.

Nieberle1 0 claims that subendocardlal ecchymoses are frequent in Kosher slaughtered animals and are
due to persistent beatdng of the empty heart after Ma exsanguination. LIght et at" have reported this finding in
22% of 514 goats that have incurred Various types of traumL These animals either died from wounds or were
sacrificed after surviving wounding for 48 hours. The trauma was not directed at the heart In these cas. Smith and
Tomlinson1 2 found subendocardlal hemorrhages in 29 out of 235 human patients with fatal intracranial disease, an
Incidence of 12%. In 607 autopsies on patients without fatal intracranial disea they found only three cases of
subendocardial hemorhagp, all in persons who were not the victims of mechanical tramnL More experiments are
planned to make certain that this phenomenon is not directly related to the blunt trauma. There will be additional
heart impacts in the intercostal space. with the goat in a standing position, to determine damage levels without the
protection of the sternum (which the human would have). A group of animals will be shot and sacrificed 24 hours
later; another group will be kept 4 weeks to follow any possible delayed heart damge. Cardiac outputs, enzymes,
EKG's, and left-ventricular end diastolic presures will be monitored at intervals.

R. Goat Spinal Impacts.

Four impacts into Keviar over the goat spine created holes in the ddn and subcutaneous tissues and
fractured the spinous process (figure 10). Three paraspinal shots broke off portions of the transverse processes. No
injury to the lamina ws observed in any cae. No pitl cord Injury was found upon gros or histological
examination. Three of the animals had weak hind lop upon recovering from anesthesia, but they were fully

Kevia 29 materil (E. I. DuPoat do Nsroun & Compmny, Wimbpton. 1iawamr). WA400 dudls. 267 fiuments, 2-y, 4
twktlslnc, a direction for both Iongtudbd and flAlW; wroe - phin; und/hilah - 3832; picuAwh - 3832; wedht - 8.0
o0i/ yd; Uleknsu - approxkmauly 0.015 Inch.
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sambulatoy 48 hours after shooting. Our
neurosurgical consultant noted that the
spinous processes ane significantly larger in
the goat than in the human and, therefore,
offer the goat more protection from this
type Of trauy. ThXoug only wealwes of
the hind leg were noted in 2 Inoa, he
feels that toipact over the spine in the
human might caus immediate weakness sad
even contusion of the spinal cord. To more
accurately predlt the csequences of a
human spinal Impat. another species with
a spine similar to a human could be used.
Sinm chpaunzaees are an endangered species,
thisph-sof the pret seem nlimted.

Figure 10, Dissected Goat Spine with Arrows Indicating

a Linear Fracture of Two Spinous Processes

C. Gant Lang himPlcts&

I.Kavbnwrocted Gosih.

A. hIdetods.

The target in thes 14 goatit was the left fifth intercostal space about 12 inches from the dorsal midline
with the left le held in extension. Arterial blood peas were monitored before impact and IS, 30, 45, 60 minutes,
and 24 hours after impact. The average velocity of the bullet was 808.9 :t12A fps. All acats were sacrificed at 24
hours and autopsied. Lung contusions were measured by determining the length, width, and depth of the
heonforhgic area.

b. Remlts.

Too of the goats incurred lacerations extending to the rib. Goats 4, 7, 11, and 14 haid only skin
contusions. The average maximum increase In respiratory index (RI) over 24 hours in the 14 goats was 0.08:1:0.07
(all RIs returned to normal within 24 hours), and the associated average lung contusion was 5 U2 cc (table 3). The
largest contusion was 45 cc, which would be of little clinical significance in a human (figure 11). The low Increases in
RI sllowed us to predict that there would be less than a 100.cc lung contusion in every case. The injuries to theti,
subcutaneous tisse, and muscle would pieset minor medical problems. Treatment of the lacerations would usually
involve only cleansing and dressing the wound.

The impact might cause a rib fracture (as accunred in thre Ipats: 2,6,9), but there was no associated
pneumothorsx or heniothorax (figure 12). A hanm with a rib fracture and minor lung contusion should not be
Incpacltated at the timeof Inury and, under sm and well motivetd, m~igt only feel minimal discomfort. When
the streedNi period subsided the patient would still be sble to walk into a hospital.

13



Table 3. Rpoiralory ldx lfacmm Related to Cubic Cetimterms of Lunt
Contudon in Goo# with Piotetiw Body Armor over Thorax

Respiratory Respiratory index
Goat number index Immom (am Sao of lung Velocity

control valhe control alue*

cc fps

1.23025 0.26 0 45 823

2 23023 0.54 0 8 804

3.23027 0.15 0 1 810

4-21650 OA1 0 1 807

$.23015 0.39 0.03 0 781

6.23022 0.25 0.03 1 601

7-21647 OA 0.08 1 795

8.23028 0.22 0.09 0 810

9-23016 0.21 0.09 11 823

10-21648 0.49 0.13 3 817

11-23019 0.31 0.13 0 823

12-23026 0.24 0.13 0 820

13-21649 0.21 0.18 1 13

14.23020 0.23 0.18 0 797

MUan and 0.31 *0.12 0.08 60.07 5 t12 808.9 112A
standard deviation

• iM bmc. I tim. 34how obUoM per".
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Figure 11. Goat Lusig it Sisu (Podt Mortem) with Flgur 12. Goat Rib with Arrow Pointing to a
4Scc Contusion Transverse Noodisplaced Fracture

(Ths ws te wrstlung damage of the 14 animals
tested.)

2. Cosinpurlin of War. Utudh of 31.0 CafiUl Weapo s aid Odher Types df Body Amenr with

IN aist Studhs of Kedvtlv.r~abd Gef.

a.Melhod..

During the past 3 years. other studies of the effecta of limpacts of various missiles on the gjat have been
performed at Edgewood Arsenal. Thus hawe included thorAcic Impacts of riot control weapons and bullet inspects
aginst body armor (usually 12.ply ballistic nylon). b. thW studes of Intubated, anesthetized pets, blood was
drawn before Impact and 15, 30,45, and 60 rnlnutes after Impact for nwaesuremant of blood peses. All the goats had
been autopsied 24 hours after Impact and lung contusions measured.

We used the data on 67 goats from riot control weapon studies and 31 from body armor studies that
had not sustained a penetrating Impact of the chest. We compared the RI's and dszes of lung contusions with those
sustained by our lKevlar-protected goats ihot with the .38 caliber bullet.

b. eslts

incblas inR 4o controls 1thou daaftro imat.he rofo hirstgoupdyg i1 nwichgats drgoued (3/6)wasg a o RI xinmrasmo
inr abi l oer4 contaolns theu daftar frmpat The feiro estuy hanmlar groupedacring to whcmasde 36 a nR nraue of

0.51 to 0.6, and the average size of the lung contusions In Uwsi x gpats was 161 cc. The Kavlar-protected goats (table
3) had an average maximum increas in RI of only 0.06 and an average of S cc of lung contusion, the largest
individual contusion measuring 45 cc. 3used on this comparison, it is veshlkely that the mount of damage sustained

tby the Kevin-prorected gosat would be of any serious consequence whether it occurred in the goat or in man.
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Table 4. Relationship Detwe Respiratory Wadx hncm fromn Control.
Cubic Centbneters of Lung Ctntusion, mi Death or Survival

Respiffitosy Cubic centimeters of Cubic centimeters of
Index Increase hung contusion and Mortality fraction lung contusion in
from Control standard deviation animals that died

0 14*18 0/11
001 . 0.1 2S5*32 0/21
0.t1. 0.2 40 "a 0/1S
0.21. 0.3 107*6M 0/7
0.31. 0O4 107 t82 0/8
0.41- 0.5 141 *101 018
0.51. 0.6 161 t149 3/6 150,346,391
0.81. 0.9 23S *200 1/6 S67
0.91. 1.0 398 08 0/4
1.01. 2.0 45O089 2/5 S50, 459
2.01.11.1 312*t122 7/7 392,258,168,421

1"4,363, "1

98 3SO i141 (awrah
contusion In group
that died)

3. CMnu"Me of Lung k.sw In Geab adUu

lIn another retrospective study, die RI was Investigated in a group of 177 consecutive Intubated patients
at the Meslad Inslituts for limergency Medicine.13 A more detailed analysis of that group of patients revealed a
total of 52 that Incurred thorackicnjrury alone of in conjunction with other trauma. Any cast 1-are head traumia wEs
also presen t and was the cause of death was not considered. Of the cheat trawna Imop there were 11 (2 1%) patients
that ded arid 41 (79%) that lived (table 5). The number of patients In each category are grouped by their RI's in
table S. No patient that survived had an RI of nore than 7. Only one patient died with an RI lee than 4.0, and that
was 3.86. Table 6 correlates the probability of survval with various peak RI ranesl.

In this projet one assmame that if a human were wearing a bullet-proof garment and were impacted
over the chest wall, he would be treated at a hoepital within I hour.1 If the damiage to the lung, that Is, a hung
contusion, does not Incres his RI above 4, he should hae" a 96.S% probability of Pair"a. As in the goat, the
maximum total (unavereged control + increase) RI was 0.72 mid the averaged total of the 14 goats was 0.39. These
figures are far from the 41) l*Wt which can apparently be tolerated in the treated humna therefore, the hung duamae
levels in dwienhjured, Koviar-protocted humnm would not be a serious rubt and would require nonoperstive
treatment.14

A. Godt Urn hap"ce

Seve central impaects over the liver (targeted on dwIeI 11t hitaroostal spac on the mid-rigt side) caused

contusions wavraging S0 cc.- There was no more than 100 cc blood loes in any case. (See Ripmr 13 and 14.)

16
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the tb~d thabsdj

0.180

2.1-3
3.1-4 61

S-1-6 6 2
6.1.7 1 0
7.1.8 0 3

8-90 
2

9 -3 0 2

Totals 41(79%) 11(21%)

T"N 6. obft~bblt Of Suriva and Roplotory lodu

ftoeb@ti1 of

0.4 96.5

4,1.6 81.4

>6 1 2A



Figure 13. Goat Li1ver in Situ (Post Mortem) Figure 14. Goat Liver Cross Sections with
with Typical Liver L.aceration Arrows Pointin to Lesion

This Injury in the human would Wlso cane Iniraparltoneal bleedings as well as abdominal pdin,
tenderness, and muscle rioldity. T'he victim would probably not be immediately incapkcitated, and presumably the
patient would be admitted to the hospital within 1 hour after Injury. If an abdominal paracenteasi were Indicated,
andIt was positive for free blood, surery would be performed."The liverwoundIs a minor one and can be
handled with a augica montaliy (death w~thin 30 day. of auarery) under 5%16 This should be compared tora
central live wound incurred without the jacket that would incapacitate Immediately, and would carr an operative
mortality ashighuas60%.

1. Goat Got Impncis.

The data infer that if the stomach, small
or large intestine, under an area of impact is markedly
dilated with air, the bullet force tranunitted through
the jacket could causs a pcrforation. Under
anesthedsia the goat consistently develops dilatation of
the rumen. Perforation of this viscus by the 38
caliber bullet through the 7-ply Keviar occurred 50%
of the time (fout out of eight shots) (figure 1S).
When a portion of gut that moas not dilaed was
Impated ftiht timer). pwjbswtton did not occur.
Onily a serosal contusion was registered with
occasional1 minimal mucoal contusion.

Figure I S. Goat Rumen In Situ (Post Mortemn) with Arrow
Indicating a Small Sealed Perforation at the Superior

Margin of a Punched Out Serornal Injury



A-- Ifperfoustlon with aalcd intseventlcsm wlthi 6 hours after " "Ma s hodlaw a aa*W nmoraty
$ 1 o Tbe viuma that Is &*l con~amd wouldm e no oim f O-v.awtumt In ahm"s all aus.

F. oet splem laee

Impactsamoe the Vies. were difficult in that the Vpleu was an dlusd" target. In addition to being a
relatively small organ, its orientation and location in thre pat Is variable enoug so that it is hard to hit centrally
with consistncy. Three attempts were made, and in one shot there was no dame to the spleen; in another thsre
was a 2omn oossmdmn at dosheifrlor border; and In the last wood 69 splee ws missed.

Sh d pleen Is easily damigod, we expect that a direct hit over doa spleen In the hum. would£

V.Mimar OF "UAW MEN RTCNO AND ORGAN VULNERA3HJIY.

According to Montanareill, et &L, I a protective garment should have the following capabilities with
regard to the present projct. In this experiment the two misile are the .22 c&Nbv bU&l at 100)0 Amr wed thme

I . It should pwmet peewrioes by Ovm bublt Into the chest, abdomen, or back.

2. Any blunt traumeatha~ts should hae" a nwrotty~ dat of 10% or We.

3. An adult male wearing the ginnet *oud be abk to uedk turn the site ofa shooting afte being
hit in the ches or abdomen by a bullet oftspecified caliber or weight and velocity.

It is asurnmed that the patient will reacde inslc atneWoe at a ho*0#1 Withf I how.

Suppose that a jacket is meot to cover andl protect the thorax, abdomen. and back, as in the
acoonapenyhig four diegruns (figare 10 through 19). The are that are outlined reppemnt the organs that will
register duasgs that would probably require surgery or rmilt in inftenive me moniatoring If core by a new 7.ply
Kevar Jacket and impacted with a .38 caliber bullet. Vulaerablifty than, with regard to body armor, should perhap
refer to that area of the body that will require mussy or ion"ev came ee If the overlyin body armor prevents
peneration of the particular missie fire. 11. frontal view (figre 16) Minuats that dos liver and splee are
vulnerable. The area of the heart Is also probably vulnerable, and this will be tested fuarthrer in the pat. The r~igt
lateral view (figure 18) Illustrates the Imgs are occupied by the liver and the small ware occupied by the right
kidney. It should be noted here that the location of pdbat snys Is variable, and they are =4d targeta. Rnal
contusions, however, are usually managed conservatively mad rarely Is surgery neceussry. Since a patient with a renal
contusion would hae" hematwia, he would be hospitalized and followed closely for *ip of blood lose. Thre left
lateral view (Ownur 17) demonstrates the vulnerable kidneys, spleen, and heant.

The percentage of vulnerable ares will vary according to the design of the protective garment. Based on
earlier testing, the number of layers of flexible KevAr necessary to convert most of the vulnerable areas into totally
invulnerable areas would probably be too heavy to Incorporate into a germent tint would be comfortable enough for
routine use.

A. Method to Doteie Mertety with said withet Sao Amer.

In order to answer the problem as to the mortality probability after being shot with a .38 caliber bullet

with and without the protective garment, the following method was used:
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1. 7lu Am Of each of the Vulnerable organ was deteesnned for the hauma tar". Thus, for

r e~nample, an a frontal view the hear accounts for S.1%, the liver 11.9%, and the -pe 0.8% (table 7). The
remalifin oqas occupy 82.2%. The organs conaldered to be vubasrable an those organs dthatreveaed daming. When
the garment was used to protect the goat. noe damag would necessitate either observation In an Intenalv care unit
or surgery. The bang therefore, is not considered vulnerable sice then was minimal damage in the 14 pit thoracic
Impacts.

2. Two mortality rates were then assigned to each am, assuming a garment 10 not worn, One rate
ama be considered an optimistic evaluation (0), and the other, a pessimistic evaluation (F. Thes Spares are based
on data angew In various anggale odes. The "truth" is probably somewhere between thes two nume. With regard
to the fronital view, a random lIver wound would be asociated with a IS% to 60% mortality.

3. The total probability of mortality was calculated by multiplying the mortality thime the are
fraction of each organ anid adding all thes probabilities, Thus, ai a tiontal random shot with a .38 caliber buWs the
pessimistic: probability of mortality hs 0.05 1 +OX071+0.02+ 0.164 - 0.289 or211.916;theoptlmlsttcprobability

4. The projected areas of sacb view us approxinitely equal. The probabilities for each ofthe four
views were then added and divided by four to derive a mean probability whicht ramges from 6.9% to 2S.4% (table 8).
In this step *on assumes that each view It hit with equal fequency without armor. From preliminary fiald date
another hit distribution has been suglsated. If we assume that a man hs hit 60% of the tim in the front, 1S% In each
aide, and 10%6 in the back, how ane our Wia probabilities altere? Calculations reveal an overall chang of 2%6 lowe
mortality. Regardless of lie hit distribution, the m~ortality Is between 7% to 25%.

5. 7hemortaity ratesassociated withthe Mm rasa resultof blunt traums beneath thev"it were
then assigned In the vorious areas. According to the experimental data, the lunge and nontdilsted GE treat are not
vulnerable and, therefore, he" am associated mortality of zero if impacted while the gamest Is worn. Te liver and
spleen injury diould carry a mortality of kms than 5%. A 10% mortality rate was assigned to the hear. 1, It is
possible that fthi is too high, so forther testing Is necessary. The -W Injury assessment baa been muiqd by
anmlngt that in one cuse (optimistic evaluation), no q"na Impact would reult in death. In the other cam, awery
spinal hit would result ina death. Again we believe the "truth" hs somewhere between the two estimates. The kidney
imapact may produce a smal hematmsna requiring hospital observtion, but It is associated with a negligible murtality.

6. Analysis using the mortality rates when armor isaworn reveal arange batween ISto S% (table 9).
This represents the mortality associated with a .38 calbor bullet Impacting the 7.ply Keviar.

11. Method to DetWmie Probablilty of Surgey with and without Body Armor.

I . In this study we have aspin considered two alternatives. In the pessimistic cue every .38 caliber
bullet sftfidn an unarmored human would result in surgery. A more optimistic case is where a penetration to any
lung area is associated with a 0.2 probability of surgery (instead of 1.0). The tremaining tosa would still be
associated with surgery on every occasion. In this optimistic case the probability of surgery would be 814A% (table
10).

2. The probabilty ofsurgeryif a humanIs protected by Ke zIas much heu.Surgery would be
required it the liver or spleen was Impacted under the garment. The only other ame that might require surgery Is the
spiae. If we consider that surgery Is always necessary if the spine is hit (pessimistic case), the total probability for
surgry give a random hit anywhere an the garment is 10%. If,. howevwr, surgery Is not considered when the spine is
hit (optimistic case), the total probability for surgery is 7%6 (table 11).
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T*b7. IPtobblltim of Mwxtft borm a .6 CdAem iWlt without lody Amm
far Frontal, li, amd bck Vim

Oe tt A am to Oj* argn " p"mmm u o pombh am n -a-", the opwbrc cm.)

~~~~~~A fractll Iion U I I

No armor Mortality raft Am fration Probablity
of organ

I. Frantal view
Hiunt • P 1.0 0.051 0.051

0 0.9 0.051 0.O46
S.r * p 0.0 0.119 0.071

o 0.15 0.119 0.019
spem - P 0.30 0.006 002

0 0.15 0.O08 0.001
Othr P 0.20 0.822 0.164

Tow 0 0.05 0.822 0.041

0 0.101
It. Left aide

Hen - P 1.0 0.033 0.033
0 0.9 0.033 0.029

Splie 0.3 0.015 0.005
0 0.1 0.015 0.002

Kidney. - 0.10 0.004 0.000
0 0.05 0.004 0.000

Other - P 0.2 0.948 0.189
0 0.05 0.948 0.041

Total - P 0.227
0 0.072

lm. Risht side
Liver - P 0.60 0.087 0.052

0 0.15 0.087 0.013
P 0.10 0.007 0.001
o0 U.S 0.007 0.O0

Otn - P 0.20 0.906 0.181
0 0.05 0.906 0.045

Total - P 0.234
0 0.058IV'. Back view

spu.n P 0.3 0.011 o.003
o 0.S 0.011 0.002

Kidney. P 0.10 0.047 0.005
0 0,US 0.047 0.002

Spin. P 1.0 0.13S 0.135
0 0 0.135 0

Livej • P 0.6 0.032 0.019
0 0.15 0.032 0.005

Other , P 0.2 0.775 0.154
0 0.05 0.775 0.039

TotaW • P 0316
0 0.048
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Table . hobeAty of Motulity If lit with .38 Caliber
"it atd not Wearin Body Armor

View Probability of mortality Probability of mortality
optimisti Case Peimmtstic cue

Fronta 0.101 0.289

iAft 0.072 0.227

RIlht 0.058 0.234

Back 0.048 0.316

Man probability 0.069 0.254

Table 9. Comparison Between Probabilities of Mortality with and 0
without 7.PMy Kevlar If Hit with a 38 Caliber Bullet

View 7.1Py Kevlar No armor

Front 0.02 0.101 -0.289

Left 0.01 0.72- 0.227

Right 0.01 0.058 .0.234

Back 0.01-0.15 0.048-0.316

Mean 0.01 -0.05 0.069 • 0.254
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Table 10. 1,obaet of bipy wuimw hms,-eopembds
Cam b# 8$•%ad InP dc Cm 100%

Ams fation ProbablityViwW No Urmor p4re • lnml
of orpa of mpr)

Frots Lum* 0.163 0.2 0.33A

Other 08A7 1.0 037

Total 0,870

Lft 028 0.2 0.06
Other 0.72 1 0.72

Total 0.776

NP t Luna 0.28 0.2 0,056
Other 0.72 1 0.720
Total 0,776

Iek UlA 0.194 0.2 0.039
Odoer 0.806 1 0.806

Total 0A35

Averap 81.41

Ta 11. ProbablUlit of SuMgy with and without
Body Afrmor (Op•tm•t CM)

View 7.44y Kniar No amor

Front 0.127 0.870

Left 0.015 0.776

NIoht 0.086 0.776

DBck 0.043 -0.178 0.635

Mean 0.068-0.101 0.814
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V..22 CAU3ER SIULT TlIRAT.

.22calberb~b atthestaedvelocity could be stopped by 71dy Kevlar. fos ,a dhifeent ecofK wwa
tested agahust nine goats (22 shots), and about 500% of the time ther wus penetration of the material by the
.22 caliber bullet at 1000 fps. Photomicroscopy revealed a les dans. wean In the moeod batch. It should be noted
that ther weae two goats with cheat Impacts and one other poat with multiple abdominal hopaet. In the case
where the .22 calber bullet did not penetrate the material, Mot or no observable orga damo occured. Vf the
.22 caliber bullet Is stopped by tha material dthee oppears to be littl ric of intasna damage in the chest or
abdomen. 1Ue question that then arises it: Can a better controlled,' tighter weave, as in the flirs batch, be
guaranteed?

VI. GARMENT AGING.

ADl the Kevian tested was "now." Material that has been "used," thst it, undergone some degree of rapid
aging, will be tested in the future. The techniques of rapid aging must be agpeed upon. Certainly one COUld
not state without testing that a garment fashioned from used Wevar protects as well as a new one.

VII. COM MWON4.

As a fina note in this report, we would Ilik to again emphasize the exact scope of our investigation to
date. That is, we hae" had success with the unaged 71ply Keiaw vest against the threat of the .22 caliber bullet
traveling at a velocity of 1000 fpas and the .38 caliber traveling at 800 fps. No Inference ;rn or should be drawn from
these tested threats to other partially or totally untested threats "uc as the .45 caliber bullet, 9.nim bullet, shotgun,
or higher velocity weapons. Dhu% from the blunt trauma aspect of out investigations, only the damage produced by
the .38 caliber and the 22 caliber bullets beneath the 7.ply, unAged Kevia vest has been evaluated.
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